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ABSTRACT 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment analysis (PSA) is a technique used to assess the safety 
of a nuclear power plant. Assessments of the nuclear plant systems/components from safety 
point of view consist in accomplishment of a lot of support analyses that are the base for the 
main analysis, in order to evaluate the impact of occurrences of abnormal states for these 
systems. 

Evaluation of initiating events frequency and components failure rate is based on 
underlying probabilistic theory and mathematic statistics. Some of these analyses are detailed 
analyses and are known very well in PSA. 

There are also some analyses, named support analyses for PSA, which are very 
important but less applicable because they involve a huge human effort and hardware 
facilities to accomplish. 

The usual methods applicable in PSA such as input data extracted from the specific 
documentation (operation procedures, testing procedures, maintenance procedures and so on) 
or conservative evaluation provide a high level of uncertainty for both input and output data. 

The paper describes support analysis required to improve the certainty level in 
evaluation of reliability parameters and also in the final results (either risk, reliability or safety 
assessment). 

 

1 INTRODUCTION  

In the field of support analysis we include determination of initiating events frequency, 
failure rate for components, test and maintenance intervals for components, repair time, test 
and maintenance time of the component, mission time and so on. It is also very important and 
necessary to do some analyses to establish success or failure criteria for particular systems. 

The method to develop support analysis was identified getting through the main tasks of 
probabilistic safety assessments (sequence of accident analysis, system analysis, data analysis, 
human reliability analysis, uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis). 

2 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 

The goal of accident sequence analysis is to establish both success criteria of mitigating 
systems to accomplish their safety function, and creating/development event trees, 
considering the initiating events report. 
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During unit design phase, the events that have been taking into account were usually 
events like human errors, external events but also random events. In this period was also 
considered possible failure of components post accident during the period of removing decay 
heat, when reactor is shut down. 

For every postulated initiating event, its consequences on the unit can be determined: 
plant damage state, radioactive release in environment etc. 

The list of initiating events and their grouping may be accomplished using either final 
reports of the previous probabilistic assessments for the unit, if available, or using final 
reports for similar units, or using deterministic analyses for unit. 

Deterministic safety evaluation for a unit consists of identification and detailed accident 
sequence, and also parameters of interest for assessment, following consequences of the unit, 
after occurrence of events sequences. 

The deterministic accident analyses follow to demonstrate that for any kind of initiating 
event that happened, the radiation exposure limits are respected. 

For this, the evolution of plant parameters and efficiency of shut down systems must be 
determined in order to assess their evolution into ranges that lead to a deterioration of defence 
in depth. 

The final conclusions obtained after an accident assessment are referring to: 
- thermo-hydraulic evolution of the system and the mitigating systems; 
- the core evolution under initial conditions - the fuel temperature and the sheath 

temperature; 
- radioactive releases to the environment. 
The evaluation of some parameters of interest used in the probabilistic safety 

assessment such as: success criteria, mission time, testing time, maintenance time and so on, 
can be developed using deterministic analyses. 

The system success criteria can be established and determined after such kind of 
analyses and studies taking into account the scenario of accident, the core state (amount of 
heat produced, amount of heat removal), the state of the other systems after initiating events 
occurrence, and, of course, the final state of the unit. 

The system characteristics are defined depending on every accident sequences. 
Also abnormal situations must be taken into account in the probabilistic safety 

assessment. 
Depending on the initiating event postulate, system success criteria and mission time 

determined using deterministic analysis facilities, either using numerical simulator or specific 
software, may differ from those show in the technical documentation. 

Using success criteria and mission time obtained from accident analysis, the confidence 
level in the results of probabilistic safety assessment grows comparatively with using system 
success criteria and mission time taken from the technical documentation, for the same 
abnormal situation. 

Applying the same success criteria for different situations or for abnormal situations 
provides conservative results to the probabilistic assessment, but the unit state is much better 
presented using the results obtained in the deterministic analysis. 

In Figure 1, we present the logical diagram used to accomplish the support analysis. 
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Figure 1. Logical diagram used for support analyses 
 
Using logical plan, mission time, the time for testing and maintenance activity, the 

interval of time for testing/repair/maintenance, and mean time for post accident prediction, the 
time for human actions post accident can be evaluated. All these parameters depend on the 
postulated initiating events, actions of the front line systems and mitigation systems and 
components state. Final plant state after initiating event occurrences may be codified such: 
OK or plant damage states (PDS) that means severe core damage because of one or more 
safety function failures. 

To establish the adequate initiating events list for the probabilistic safety assessment, 
also previous lists with initiating events for similar units and previous lists used in another 
PSA studies must be reviewed. In this mode, a comprehensive list with initiating events that 
have a high impact to the plant risk can be created. 

For any initiating event of the drawn list, we can determine: 
- safety functions that must be accomplished using mitigating systems to prevent core 

damage 
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- mitigating systems or components that must operate to prevent core damage after the 
initiating event occurrences 

- mitigating systems success criteria. 
Generally, system success criteria depend on the postulated initiating event, but they 

can also depend on the success or failures of the systems applied to operate before or 
simultaneously with the system. In some cases, the same mitigating system fulfils much more 
than one safety function. 

For every function, success criteria for mitigating systems need to be determined, that 
means: physical characteristics parameters mitigating systems; minimum numbers of 
components needed to accomplish safety function properly. 

For safety or mitigating systems the success criteria can be defined as: system capacity, 
number of components that need to operate. For support systems, success criteria mean 
necessary availability of constituent components to achieve success criteria of front line 
systems. 

Using that information, the initiating events list can be modified arranging groups with 
initiating events. In one group, all initiating events included have the same requirement about: 

- safety functions need to mitigate accident consequence 
- front line systems need to safety functions; 
- success criteria for all necessary systems 
- plant damage state. 
In this mode, all initiating events of the same group can be modelled using the same 

event tree. 
 

3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

System analysis is an important task to accomplish the probabilistic safety assessment 
and it involves development of the detailed system models - fault trees. In this task the 
influence of specific system components or human actions to achieve design functions are 
identified. 

The fault trees are developed for any system that appears in the accident sequence. 
The resolution level of the fault tree depends on the available data and the technical 

documentation used etc. 
For any system to be modelled the following must be known: 
- system function, system components, system testing and maintenance activity; 
- operating conditions; 
- system interface; 
- human actions. 
Also, for that system, the system boundaries must be identified. 
To facilitate system modelling, we use simplified models that take into account only 

components with impact on the system function. 
System and specific component unavailability's are obtained after the fault tree 

quantification.  
In the system fault tree, the basic events are: 
- components failures, 
- component unavailability due to testing and maintenance activity; 
- human errors, 
- component failures due to common causes.  
Depending on the component status, the failures can appear 
- on demand - the component being in standby/dormant, 
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- in function - the component being operational. 
The testing and maintenance activity could generate components unavailability. For this 

reason, any specific system component need to be examined to identify the possibility of 
appear human errors that could generate unavailability. In the system analysis task, two kinds 
of human errors are taken into account: 

- pre-accident human errors 
- post-accident human errors. 
Pre-accident human errors are all those errors made in the normal operating state before 

initiating event occurrence, which affect availability of components. Post-accident human 
errors are all errors made after initiating event occurrence due to improper actions of the 
systems. 

Common cause failure means failure of a number of components due to only one 
particular common cause such as: human failure, internal and external impact. 
 

4 DATA ANALYSIS 

The goal of the data analysis task is to obtain detailed information about parameters that 
appear in the probabilistic model adopted. 

The parameters for every system component that need to be estimated are: 
- frequency and mean time to testing; 
- frequency and mean time for preventing maintenance; 
- mean time to unavailability due to corrective maintenance; 
- mission time and number of failure for every operational component modelling; 
- mean time to dormant and number of failures for every standby component modelling; 
- number of demands and number of failure for every dormant component. 
The estimation is done using different kind of data sources (generically data and 

specific data). 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presented logical scheme is useful in development of the future support analyses for 
determination of the interest parameters (success criteria, mission time, testing and 
maintenance intervals and so on) of the PSA. 

The paper can be used by researcher, working in the PSA field at the beginning of their 
activity, to learn about the concepts and the main tasks of the safety assessment. 
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